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How to focus without fixation on your company’s goals

Part 3 of The Order of Black Belt: Mastering the Practice of Growing a Company

By John Starling

When training students in the dojang, we often do a simple exercise early in their
the target and can’t hit it effectively.
time with us that makes an indelible point. At our MMA (Mentoring and Martial Arts)
Smart companies also learn to look nowhere and everywhere. It’s an important surschool, students earn their belts through the combination of achieving proficiency in
vival skill that some established companies pick up over the years and that many young
their chosen martial art and by achieving goals in their “life plan.” Having taught them
companies would do well to understand early on. Seeing nowhere and everywhere is
a proper stance, we blindfold them and then hold a target in front of them and ask them focus without fixation.
to hit it. Of course, they cannot hit what they cannot see. Nor can we, as CEOs.
finding the ideal Customer: To a large extent, we get what we focus our efforts on, so
In order to see your targets well, your company should first be comfortable in its
bringing the ideal customer into focus is a huge step toward hitting your targets.
stance – your vision, mission, values and value proposition to the market should be clear • Who are they?
– and standing from that level of clarity, you should be in a position to handle whatever • What industries are they in?
comes your way. You are your stance, and from it, you can deliver whatever is needed to • Where are they located geographically?
your customers (or competition) with grace and ease. If you see everything and everyone • Where do they live online?
through the lens of your (and their) stance, you will see things very clearly, and clear
• Who are the recommenders, the champions and the decision-makers?
goals will emerge in ways without precedent.
• What are the underlying issues they are facing and the pain points that drive them to
We all have goals. Some are spoken, some unspoken. For the most part, those that
action or the pleasures that entice them to step forward?
are spoken seem to stand a better chance of coming to fruition, so we ask students and
And at the same time, fixation on only this narrowly defined “A-client profile” limits
CEOs alike to bring their goals into existence for themselves and others by declaring
possibility.
them. Simply put, we ask, “What is your outcome here?”
Speaking our goals to others creates an inherent accountability structure that is hard knowing ‘what iS So’
to later refute or step back from. Our word creates our world and also the world of
This is marketing: understanding the context in which we and the target are operatthe people around us. So when we speak our goals to our listening
ing and, therefore, how and when to advance, to walk away, to
audiences, we set ourselves up to live into those goals and give others
attack, to defend, to neutralize, to analyze, to plan, to practice – to
the chance to help us achieve them. Without verbalizing our goals,
live to fight another day. It is important to understand this before
When we speak
it’s hard for us (or anyone else) to see them. If we can’t see them, it’s
you make a commitment that cannot be retracted. It is important
our goals to
hard to hit them.
to know “what is so.”
Seeing our targets and hitting them: This is our practice. This is
A few years back, my wife and I were walking to the subway
our listening
the order of black belt.
very late at night in Seoul when a stranger approached us, extendaudiences, we set
And then the blindfold comes off.
ing his hand to shake mine. I stepped forward, instinctively putting
ourselves up to live
myself between him and my wife and shook his hand. Like most
Looking nowhere and everywhere
people from Northeast Asia, he shook hands for what is, to most
into those goals
When the blindfold comes off, “the target” is instantly visible,
Westerners, an unusually long time. Still holding my hand (very
and give others the
and the immediate reaction is to strike at it, but we ask for patience
tightly), he began speaking to me in English, then German, then
here. Our students are taught to look “nowhere and everywhere.”
Russian. I told him he was hurting my hand, to which he respondchance to help us
If they get fixated on the target, maybe staring down into the oped by cranking down on it even harder.
achieve them.
ponent’s eyes, they lose sight of everything else around them and get
Before he knew what happened, I had “wrist-rolled” him,
hit from their blind spots. If they look everywhere, they lose sight of
turned him around and firmly (but with no malice) bounced him
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practice of growing
a company
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belt
stance

Does your company carry itself as a fighter?

BElt

By John Starling
We all start out our careers in business as White Belts – and lucky us.
White Belts know nothing and don’t even know that they know nothing, and
that’s a good thing. Standing from there – good things can happen.
Like going through a belt ranking system to achieve a Black Belt, there’s a process
to growing a company – an order to reaching the level of achievement you’re seeking for
yourself, your company and your people. As a business leader, you’ve already entered the
Dojang (place of practice). Why not go for your Black Belt business? And if you believe
you already have your Black Belt in growing a business – why not go for your White Belt?
See, what every Black Belt knows is that becoming a member of “The Order of
Black Belt” only means that a person has achieved mastery all of the techniques of a particular form of martial arts and that it’s now their responsibility to teach what they know
to those who are ready to learn. Black Belts know that mastering all of the techniques of
a martial art doesn’t make you a “master,” though. Well-taught Black Belts know that,
with practice – and more practice – someday your precious Black Belt will turn white
with age from the thousands of times you’ve fallen, been thrown, kicked, punched,
sweated through your belt, washed and folded it and gone back into the Dojang again.
Over a lifetime of practice, it frays, the inks fade and the pure white cotton begins to
shine through again. With dedication and practice, maybe someday your Black Belt
turns white – you come full circle. Maybe then people call you “master” instead of
“teacher.” Maybe people think you really know something now – but you know that
you know nothing. You’re an empty cup, a simple teacher with a student’s mind. And
that’s a good thing. Standing from there – good things can happen.

thE fundAmEntAlS
In business, White Belts (both young companies and mature) are currently confronted with trying to learn or re-learn the fundamentals that every company should
know but many don’t take the time to learn, forgot along the way, brushed aside or
stepped over in the hurry to get to the next level. Time-honored traditions – “practices”
like the development of vision, mission, values and goals – are once again appearing
high on the list of company priorities of many thinking companies right now. Though,
unfortunately, many more are acting without thinking and often out of fear and scarcity.
There was a time not too long ago when it was enough to “just do it” – when action
and extra effort alone would get you what you wanted. But that time has elapsed. In
the “new normal,” companies that try to just “do” their way out of this global, shift32
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ing, rapidly changing business environment stand a chance of punching themselves out
(throwing so many punches you are too exhausted to finish the fight) and joining the
ranks of dissolved companies littering the bleachers.
“Smart” companies of all sizes, like smart boxers or kick boxers, are taking a spell in
the corner after these first two or three rounds (from roughly the end of 2007 through
the beginning of 2011). Despite the pressures facing them, they are taking the time to
learn or remember the fundamentals of vision, mission, values and goals, knowing that
some of the most reputable financial bookmakers in the business are betting that this
contest is going to go at least 10 rounds (years) or more. And even if it doesn’t – even if
the nay-sayers are wrong – wouldn’t it be better to train to go the distance?
Taking the time to develop a clear picture of what achievement looks like (vision),
knowing why you’re in the game and what it is that
must be done in order to win, as you’ve defined winning (mission), having your feet firmly under you (valWouldn’t it be
ues) and defining goals for yourself and your company
so you can measure, manage and celebrate your small better to train to go
victories are all a good start. These fundamentals, these
the distance?
practices, will likely keep you in the game if you’re on
the verge of leaving the ring in defeat and will raise
your game and protect the lead you’ve built if you’re
winning your game. Having all four of the fundamentals in place is necessary and, at the
same time, only gets you your green belt – and maybe not as much green as you want or
even need.
Having defined (maybe for the first time) or redefined your company’s vision, mission, values and goals for your audiences puts you well ahead of most of the competition, even if you feel like you may be falling behind as your advisors are pushing you to
“execute.” Stay disciplined in this and know that there is more to the achievement you’re
looking for. With this foundation under you, the natural question is, “Now what do we
do to grow our business?”
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SEEinG thE tArGEt
There are infinite numbers of ways to strike a target – if you can see it. Marketing
(distinct from marketing communications) is what enables the target to appear for you.
Understanding the market, the market context, the buyer, your sweet spot, your company’s value proposition and your competition’s value proposition – these are marketing
practices that high-achieving companies perform so that they can not only hit the target,
but hit the right target in the right spot.

Part 2 of The order of Black Belt: Mastering the practice of growing a company
Many years ago, a friend asked me to teach him karate. He was living in the city, had
a slight build, had never been in a fight in his life and saw himself as an easy target for
the muggers and thugs who walk among us, competing for survival, as we just go about
our business.
Over the course of a few weeks of training, my new student and I spent several
evenings together during which I taught him the proper way to make a fist, how to space
his feet to have a good center of gravity, proper weight distribution and balance and how
to hold his hands up in a way that he could guard his face and counter-punch while
remaining protected. I taught him a proper fighting stance – and I taught him how to
throw a power-perfect punch. As fate would have it, he was confronted by a mugger just
weeks after our lessons together. And he was prepared to fight, but it never came to that
– because of his stance.

By John Starling

enter tHe doJang

Consider, for a moment, the premise that our own vision of ourselves creates us for
other people. Again: “Our own vision of ourselves creates us for other people.” And if
you have a handle on that statement, consider that your company vision creates your
company for its owners, shareholders, board members, employees, stakeholders and
competition. How we see ourselves informs and creates how others see us. How does
your company see itself? What is its current view of itself and what view has it of itself in
the future?
I’ve spent a lifetime as a journeyman in the martial arts, never really caring much
about progressing through one particular style in order to earn a black belt, but rather,
content to absorb many styles and many styles of teacher. Then, in my late 20s, I
found myself living in Asia in the service of a Master, and with my background, rapidly
advancing through the belt system. At the same time, seasons were passing and my
stand in tHe mirror
departure for the states was imminent, so I was on a mission: earn my black belt before
Think for a moment about the stance your business is in right now. How does the
leaving Asia. To that end, I practically lived at the dojang, eating most of my meals there,
company see itself now and into the future? What’s the mindset that the people are
training during the morning, sparring in the ring late at night with the school’s black
bringing to the mission every day, and how does that relate to the company’s vision of
belts and teaching students in the afternoons for my Master in order to help support the
itself? How do people show up for their colleagues and clients on a daily basis and when school financially.
something, or someone, confronts them? Within this context (vision, mission, values),
There were three tests for my black belt. The first was in the dojang with other red
what are the words the company uses to declare itself to the world?
belts who were testing for black in front of my Master and other
What is its value proposition?
Masters. The second test was in the ring (I was studying Thai
If you answer these questions, you’ll have enormous insight into
Boxing): myself and another red belt entered the ring for a threeMission is the
your company’s stance – and this matters, especially now, because your
round, full-contact battle, and only the winner earned his black
daily imperative
company’s stance is largely responsible for the circumstances in which it
belt. The third test, unexpectedly, was in the street late at night in
finds itself.
that makes the
defense of another person.
The answers to these four perennial business questions are pasted
vision manifest.
onto websites (vision), hung in office reception areas (mission), skirted
practice. practice. practice.
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No matter what the question was, my Master’s answer was always “training.”
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further reading: Learn more about the
fundamentals of growing a company –
vision, mission, values and goals – and
how to create your company’s “stance”
in Parts 1 and 2 of John Starling’s series,
“The Order of Black Belt: Mastering the
practice of growing a company.” (February
2011 and June 2011).
off a pull-down metal door of one of the shops lining the street. He was smaller than me,
about 10 years older and seemingly drunk, on some kind of drug or out of his mind,
and I didn’t want to hurt him. As he gathered himself, I stepped back and warned him
(which is required by law in Korea) that “I’m a Black Belt, and if you take another step
I’m going to drop you.” He did (toward my wife) and I did – and as we left the scene
for our train, two Seoul police officers, who had been watching the whole thing unfold,
were reviving him.
When I got back to the U.S. from that trip abroad, I related the story to the Tai Chi
Master I had been studying under in the months leading up to our vacation. Tai Chi
is the very fluid, beautiful, moving meditation you see Chinese people doing in public
parks in the movies. It’s like Kung Fu in slow motion, and I had no idea it had any
martial application, but of all the things I could have done to that guy in that situation,
I (subconsciously) chose Tai Chi.
When he stepped toward us, I tapped his solar plexus with the palm of my hand,
quickly but gently, and he fell down as if he had been tasered. I was (almost) as stunned
as he was, because for 30 years, “karate” to me meant kicking, punching, elbowing, supinating joints – even head-butting, or worse, if necessary. And in this particular situation,
I basically just touched the guy and he went down cold.
I told the Tai Chi Master the story in order to sort it out in my own head. It was still
baffling me. Being a practical practitioner, I wasn’t one for the hocus pocus of the martial arts. He listened and said, “It was perfect Tai Chi. Your chi (life energy and intent)
created the outcome.
“Your energy was neutral. You didn’t want to hurt him, but you wouldn’t allow him
to hurt her, so your touch was neutral and you neutralized him,” he said. “If you would
have felt that he was going to try to kill her (or you), you would have killed him with
the exact same strike, but that wasn’t so. What was so was that he just needed to be
stopped.”
This is marketing.

don’t MeSS with thiS CoMPany
Where are you targeting your efforts and energy, and why? What’s your intent?
What’s your outcome? To answer something as simple as “to make money” would be a
pretense. Money is a pretense. Money is a measurement in business, and if you are successful, you will make money. What is your outcome? What do you want? What is so for
you?
“At the center of your being, you have the answer; you know who you are, and you
know what you want,” said the Chinese philosopher Lao Tzu. Envision, for a moment,
a picture of a business leader and company with a clear vision and mission, with values
that are present in the language and the life of the company, who articulates a value
proposition to the market that is clear and compelling and declaring for itself goals without precedent. Envision a company that sees everything and everyone from that stance
and that, standing from there, sees the market in terms of “nowhere and everywhere,”
focusing without fixation on its targets. I would not mess with this company. Ceo
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